how did Alec the word you want to pose

in front of the panel ok let us know

you

yes no legend do you have zero one

see ask them to smile

king

could you turn around

at 15 hours 29 seconds I was in general

it's of am failure certain to rid rate

of we're canceling the sound arm we do

not need to enter the out of the car

modes through Mineo controller tests a

nominal executing roll control

where is the truth
just chucking a triple debatable right

now there is no specific instruction

loss of calm potential we're expecting

the station in the line of sight be sure

one more time I'm saying this yes that

is scary I'm scared to try need to shoot

closer to the red how much yes you did

hit six now 12 did you check the video

oh yeah I have never seen you so

handsome I am trying

did it take the video would you be

interested now they're not going to

count it

little duck kind of how could you move
over there the camera is right here yes

in the middle okay gentlemen please take

turns a little bit more this is your

last medical testing i'll have it'll

only be the biggest see here i think i

will straighten out later y'all see what

should have to link you very much i'm

look like to ask the prime crew thank

you did you pretty well keep it so let's

go water them shall we start

back up tree please look over here